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FestiFall Is Fun for All
photo by Tianle Li
SGA chaplain Steve Clark devours his pie during a pie-eating contest at the student 
council sponsored FestiFall. More FestiFall photos at cedars.cedarville.edu.
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19Just Sayin’: Don’t Lose the Plot
Be on the look-out for articles in our new “Out and About” 
section, exclusive to ReadCedars.com. Each week we’ll post 
articles, videos or photos that relate to travel. 
Below is an excerpt from “Gallery Hop Festival Held in Columbus 
Every Month” by Erik Johnson.  
The art galleries proved to be diverse and interesting, each 
having a unique atmosphere to it. We spent less than two minutes 
in the first gallery. Whoever the artist was had a passion for 
bizarre little creatures, the majority of whom seemed to be 
struggling with some kind of depression. It was eerily quiet too. 
The one painting in the gallery that stood out to me was called 
“Blind Traveler” and was a snapshot of one of the depressed little 
creatures blindfolded and wearing a backpack. I actually felt bad 
for it.    
Read the rest at cedars.cedarville.edu/category/out-about/
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by Mary Kate Browning
What’s New Online
Letter to the Editor
“Out and About” Section
Have something to say? Send us a “Letter to the Editor.” All 
letters submitted will be reviewed and published at the discretion 
of our staff. Staff has the right to edit letters for grammar and 
clarity. If published, your name, year and major will appear with 
your letter.
A “Letter to the Editor” can be in response to an article or 
something we’ve published. Please follow these guidelines: 
• Limit your letters to 300 words or fewer.
• Be respectful. This is a place for discussion and sharing ideas, 
not tearing others down and breeding dissent. 
• Keep your letters relevant. Please respond to articles Cedars 
has published, events on campus or nearby, or global issues that 
students would care about. 
Letters can be submitted at cedars.cedarville.edu/letter-to-the-
editor/
Over the past few months, Resound has dived into 
God’s faithfulness and His promises – now it’s time 
to act on them. Share with us stories about people 
who took risks and did incredible things for God.         
#ActNow #ResoundRadio
Mr. 
Awesome 
is a street 
performer 
who 
makes 
giant 
bubbles. 
Photo 
by Erik 
Johnson
SPORTS
By Paul McMichael
Sunday afternoons present a challenge for NFL fans on campus. How can students watch their favorite teams? In the dorm 
lounges, students are limited by regional 
coverage showing the Bengals, Browns or the 
“Game of the Week” chosen by CBS or Fox. 
One easy solution that many students re-
sort to for this problem is watching the game 
on the Internet. A simple Google search of 
“NFL live streaming” presents a multitude of 
websites showing any NFL game, or any other 
sporting event, seemingly for free. However, 
according to media and law professor Wes 
Baker, these third-party websites violate copy-
right law. 
Dave Rotman, associate vice president 
for technology, said, “It’s easy to rationalize 
that it’s out there so it must be OK … but if 
it’s too good to be true then it probably is. If 
you’re watching a free sporting event that 
other people are paying to watch, then there’s 
probably something not quite right.” 
Certain television networks broadcast 
sporting events, such as Watch ESPN, the 
Sunday Night Football game on NBC and 
NCAA March Madness on CBS, on the Internet 
for free. However, many websites that students 
access through third-party websites do not 
have a license to stream the content. 
“The rights to the game are actually held 
by the league,” Baker said. “The league will 
enter into a contract with a broadcast network 
or a cable network to carry the programming, 
but they retain the copyright on the work. The 
broadcaster has paid lots and lots of money for 
the exclusive right to carry that game. So the 
broadcaster, as a result, has to get the revenue 
from the advertising in order to make up the 
cost that they paid the league to be able to have 
the rights to do that.” 
The websites are illegally posting on 
the Internet because they are retransmitting 
the signal of the game without any license or 
permission to do so. Whether these websites 
are illegal for the viewer is another issue.
“The person viewing it is not someone 
who is legally liable,” Baker said. “It’s the 
person who is actually setting up the structure 
to be able to stream the material. That’s where 
the violations come. So your watching of it is 
not illegal.” 
Because of this, authorities do not pursue 
the viewer, but pursue the host that is posting 
the illegal stream. 
“They don’t go after the viewers because 
the viewers aren’t the ones that are actively 
engaged in the violation,” Baker said. “So with 
that you don’t have a legal issue, you have an 
ethical issue. And that is: are you going to 
partake of something that is the illegal fruit of 
an action that’s been done?”
The ethical dimension
“So even though I might not have any le-
gal liability, do I have an ethical responsibil-
ity?” Baker said, “Where I make that choice to 
say: ‘No, I’m not going to be any part of this 
because what they’re doing is wrong, it’s ille-
gal,’ and I choose, then, not to be a party to that 
kind of transaction.” 
Baker put the issue in simpler terms.
“I could go to the grocery store and buy 
a banana, or I could go to some street vendor 
who’s stolen the banana and buy it from 
him,” Baker said. “Which do I choose to do? 
It’s cheaper from the street vendor because 
he hasn’t had to pay for distribution rights, 
transportation, and all that. So it’s cheaper, 
but he didn’t obtain that legally. And so that’s 
the issue that you become involved in as a 
consumer: will I participate in something that 
is an illegal activity?” 
Jon Wood, vice president of student life, 
said that the first question regarding university 
policy is whether or not the action is legal based 
on federal law. If any action is against federal 
law, then it would clearly violate Cedarville’s 
community covenant. 
University policy
The Cedarville student handbook states, 
“Internet movies and TV shows are only 
allowed if obtained legally in accordance with 
copyright laws.” 
Although sports streaming is not 
specifically included in the student handbook, 
Wood said that students can come to a logical 
conclusion based on what is included. 
However, since streaming isn’t illegal, and 
the legality of media use is the only statement 
in the student handbook, the university will 
not discipline students on this use of media. 
“Assuming that it’s not technically illegal, 
then the university may wish to give some 
sort of caution,” Wood said. “Not in terms of 
personal caution, but in terms of a conversation 
about the wisdom and potential morality of 
participating in such a system, but you likely 
would not be subject to sanction, based on the 
fact that it’s not illegal for the consumer.” 
Even though students would not be subject 
to university discipline, Wood did seriously 
advise students to consider the morality of 
their media use. 
“I think the bottom line for me is that 
there are many things for Christians that 
don’t boil down to simple legality,” Wood 
said. “There are lots of things that we would 
acknowledge their legality in the current 
American justice system, but as believers we 
ought to be considering their morality based 
on Biblical principles. Sometimes that is when 
issues come into direct conflict … with Biblical 
truth, and sometimes that comes through 
supporting, perhaps, a system of injustice that 
runs contrary to legality.” 
Because students are unable to watch 
certain NFL games and other sporting events 
without using what Baker and Wood have 
identified as ethically questionable websites, 
then the only possible options are to watch 
games off campus or upgrade the sports 
packages in the lounges across campus. 
Jon Wood indicated that upgrades were a 
possibility. 
“We could potentially look into what level 
of Direct TV packages we have for sporting 
events, in particular now that there’s NFL 
Redzone and NFL Ticket,” Wood said. “It’s 
something that could be considered if there’s 
a demand there.” 
What should students do?
“There’s a difference between what’s legal 
and what’s ethical. There are some things that 
are legal and not ethical, and there are some 
things that are illegal that are ethical,” Baker 
said. “And with that, what I would say is: 
don’t engage in what you know to be an illegal 
activity. For me, that would be an unethical 
action to take because then you become a 
participant. If there weren’t people watching 
it then they wouldn’t be doing it. So if we say 
no, I’m not going to participate in that, then at 
least there are some people who are standing 
for what is right, and acting with some virtue.”
Paul McMichael is a senior preseminary Bible 
major and a sports reporter for Cedars.
The Ball’s In Your Hands
4 November 2014
“So even though I 
might not have any 
legal liability, do 
I have an ethical 
responsibility?”
Wes Baker
Distinguished professor of 
communications
What ethical responsibilities are involved in streaming sports or TV online?
BEHIND THE BUZZ: SPORTS
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Freshmen Abound on Basketball Teams
by Jon Gallardo
Freshman year is a time when memories are made: walking into the wrong room on the first day of classes, falling in love 
with a mysterious stranger, feeling the adrena-
line rush as one gets back to the dorm two 
minutes after curfew, the list can go on. But 
year one is also a time of transition from high 
school to college, and some people handle the 
change more smoothly than others. 
This transition is magnified in the colle-
giate sports world. Freshman athletes have to 
adapt to competition at the college level, and 
the upperclassmen have to focus on the up-
coming season while teaching the newcomers. 
All the while, the coaches strive to make sure 
their team does not fall apart. 
This year, Cedarville welcomes 10 fresh-
men to its basketball teams. According to the 
coaches and the veteran players, the new re-
cruits are ready to display their talents on the 
court this upcoming season.
Coach Pat Estepp and the men’s basket-
ball team have three freshmen on the roster. 
Two of them, Patrick Bain and Evan Kraatz, 
are scholarship athletes, and the other, Sean 
Blackburn, is a walk-on. 
And Estepp said the freshmen have han-
dled it well. 
“It’s difficult for a freshman to realize how 
hard they have to go consistently in practice,” 
he said, “and these three guys have done a re-
ally good job of adjusting to that quickly.”
The veteran players have helped to make 
the freshmen’s transition a little easier. 
Estepp said, “Our veterans have done a 
good job taking these guys under their wings, 
and the freshmen have come in wanting to 
learn.”
One of these veterans, senior guard Mar-
cus Reineke, has been teaching the new play-
ers how to compete at the college level. He said 
he has been impressed so far by the freshmen.
“It’s very obvious to me that they’re hard 
working, dedicated and determined young 
men that definitely strive to get better each and 
every day,” he said.
The freshmen have also impressed Estepp 
with their dedication. 
“They’re as talented and as tough and 
hard-nosed as any group of freshmen that 
we’ve ever brought in,” he said. “They’ve done 
a really good job so far this preseason with how 
they’ve worked and the extra time they’ve put 
in and how hard they’ve competed.”
As for the Lady Jackets, head coach Kirk 
Martin brought in the biggest recruiting class 
in school history with seven freshmen: Taylor 
Buckley, Regina Hochstetler, Kaitlyn Holm, 
Haley Tyler, Breanne Watterworth, Emily Wil-
liams and Abby Wolford. 
Martin said he is enthusiastic about the 
new recruits.
“What’s exciting for us this year with the 
seven is they’re all meeting our expectations,” 
Martin said. “It’s really exciting to see how well 
they’re playing.”
Although the team is full of youth, Martin 
said having a veteran presence is important. 
“The best thing that the seven freshmen 
have going for them,” he said, “is that our re-
turning players came out of a year in which 
team chemistry was one of the best I had ever 
had while we were here.”
Senior forward and captain Deborah Gor-
don said that the freshmen have meshed well 
with the rest of the team.
“It doesn’t seem like we’ve really skipped 
a beat,” she said, “because everything that 
we had last year has been replaced in such a 
strong way that we all do get along really well. 
We all love each other off the court to the point 
that there’s no drama.”
The freshmen are eager for the season to 
start. Center Breanne Watterworth said she 
looks forward to winning, but she acknowl-
edged that the team can’t win every game.
“There’s going to be a point in time where 
we’re going to lose,” she said, “and I don’t want 
it to shut down our team. I want it to make us 
grow and be better.” 
Even with seven freshmen on the team, 
Martin stressed that the season will hinge on 
the play of the upperclassmen. 
“I think it’s important that (the freshmen) 
understand that they don’t have to be the an-
swer for our program,” he said. “All they have 
to do is work to get better every day, and let 
their athleticism take them where it needs to 
go. Our season won’t be about the play of our 
freshmen. Our season will be about the play of 
those who will return.”
Jon Gallardo is a junior journalism major 
and sports editor for Cedars. He loves playing 
basketball and quoting Napoleon Dynamite. 
He hopes one day to play in the NBA.
photo by Kari Barnhill
The men’s basketball team huddles before playing in Moonlight Madness on Saturday, Nov. 1.
This year’s 10 freshmen bring dedication and determination to the court
Breanne 
Watterworth 
Position: Center
Hometown: Lake 
Orion, Mich.
Major: Early 
Childhood 
Education
Pump-up song? 
“Remember 
the Name” by 
Fort Minor
Favorite high 
school memory? Scoring 51 out of my 
team’s 60 points in one game.
Favorite food? Honey barbecue wings from 
Buffalo Wild Wings
Dream job? Elementary school teacher
What are your goals for this season? Person-
ally, just to be a help to the team in any 
way I can
What are you most excited for this season? 
For the games to just get started, and to 
see how our team does against different 
competition 
Taylor Buckley
Position: Forward
Hometown: West Greenwich, R.I.
Major: Marketing
Dream job? Sleep and make money
Favorite athlete? Skylar Diggins
Favorite food? Ice cream
Favorite Bible verse? Jeremiah 29:11
Dogs or cats? Dogs
Impression of Cedarville? It’s good, but 
there’s not much to do.
BEHIND THE BUZZ: SPORTS
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by Paul McMichael, Tyler Greenwood, David Guidone and Byron Brown
The New Kids on the Court
Kaitlyn Holm
Position: Guard/forward
Hometown: Charlotte, N.C.
Major: Criminal Justice
Favorite sports team? Georgia Bulldogs
Favorite movie? “Braveheart”
Favorite class so far? Politics
Pump-up song? “We Own It” by 2 Chainz and 
Wiz Khalifa
Dream job? Special forces in the Army
Favorite Bible verse? John 16:33
Regina Hochstetler
Position: Guard
Hometown: Berlin, Ohio
Major: Nursing
Favorite movie? “Bridesmaids”
How long have you been playing 
basketball? 10 years
Favorite food? Cupcake ice 
cream
Favorite athlete? Kevin Durant
Favorite team? Cleveland 
Cavaliers
Impression of Cedarville? I like how small the classes 
are. You’re actually someone to the professors. 
Role model? My dad. He taught me what it is to work 
hard in everything I do, and he’s a great spiritual role 
model.
Haley Tyler
Position: Guard
Hometown: Seneca, S.C.
Major: Applied Communica-
tions
Dream job? Media relations 
director for a pro sports team
Pump-up song? “Lip Gloss” by 
Lil Mama
Favorite Bible verse: Matthew 
6:34
Favorite part of basketball? Be-
ing a part of the team and 
the sisterhood that happens between the players
Why Cedarville? I really liked the noticeable Christian 
atmosphere. Other schools say they’re Christian, 
but here you could really tell. I also liked the way the 
coaching staff invested in the girls.
photos by Scott Huck
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Emily Williams
Position: Forward
Hometown: Fredericktown, Ohio
Major: Nursing
How long have you been playing basketball? 
Since kindergarten
Favorite movie? Anything with Leonardo 
DiCaprio
Favorite Bible verse? Philippians 4:13
Why Cedarville? Definitely the camaraderie 
of the team, and how they make you feel 
wanted. You’re not just a lone person in a 
crowd of 5,000 people. You have a place 
and you’re here because they want you 
here. 
Patrick Bain
Position: Guard/
forward
Hometown: Tipp 
City, Ohio
Major: Unde-
clared
How long have 
you been playing 
basketball? 15 
years
Favorite movie? 
“The Dark 
Knight”
Favorite class so far? Politics 
Pump-up song? “Say I Won’t” by Lecrae
Dream job? Dunder Mifflin Paper Com-
pany
Favorite high school memory? Signing my 
national letter of intent to play college 
basketball
Favorite Bible verse? Matthew 17:20
Evan Kraatz
Position: Guard
Hometown: Allen Park, Mich.
Major: Undeclared
Favorite athlete? Chris Paul
Favorite movie? “Glory Road”
Favorite food? Steak
Biggest role model? My dad
Favorite Bible verse? Proverbs 14:23
Why Cedarville? I loved the coaches and the 
Christian atmosphere.
Sean 
Blackburn
Position: Guard
Hometown: Co-
lumbus, Ohio
Major: Broad-
casting and 
Digital Media
How long have 
you been play-
ing basketball? 
Since my 
sophomore 
year of high school
Favorite athlete? Aaron Craft, Stephen 
Curry, Rajon Rondo and LeBron James
Favorite movie? “Law Abiding Citizen”
Dream job? Sports radio broadcaster
Favorite thing about basketball? Being 
around all the guys. When you work 
really hard with people, it creates a real 
bond.
What are your goals for this season? I re-
ally just want to get better and help my 
teammates get better. 
Byron Brown is a junior global business ma-
jor and sports reporter for Cedars. He plays 
for the JV basketball team here at Cedarville. 
His hobbies include playing sports, exercising, 
watching sports, eating and waching movies.
Paul McMichael is a senior preseminary Bible 
major and a sports reporter for Cedars.
Tyler Greenwood is a sophomore mechanical 
engineering major and a sports reporter for 
Cedars.
Dave Guidone is a junior social studies edu-
cation major and sports reporter for Cedars. 
Abby Wolford 
Position: Guard
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Major: Biology
Dream job? Equine-assisted therapy
Pump-up song? “Violence” by Lecrae
Favorite food? Asparagus
Favorite sports team? Chicago Bears, 
Chicago Blackhawks
Dogs or cats? Both
Favorite part about basketball? Using the 
talents God has given me to glorify and 
honor him
Why Cedarville? I liked that it was a Christian school, had my major, 
good basketball, and the coaches cared about the players both as 
a person and a basketball player.
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BEHIND THE BUZZ: CAMPUS NEWS
by Emily Finlay
Cedarville’s Information Technology (IT) department is involved in many areas of college life and works behind the scenes 
to help life at the university run smoothly.
From maintaining Cedarville’s Internet to 
setting up Moodle and running the tech carts in 
every classroom, IT is the power behind many 
of the academic services at the university.
Ethan Law, a computer science major, 
heads up the student lab assistants and said 
the department’s size surprised him when he 
began working there.
“I had no idea until I worked for IT how 
big it was and how separated it was,” he said. 
“There are all these different teams that have 
different responsibilities, and what I do with 
user services has no effect on what the network 
team does or the website team does or infor-
mation systems or any of that stuff.” 
Lindsey Bates, a computer science major, 
has been working for the IT department for 
three years and works with the user services 
team. She is responsible for answering ques-
tions and concerns that come in through Twit-
ter, email and phone.
“Troubleshooting any problems that hap-
pen in the lab, any issues at night,” she said, 
“we’re getting a lot of those phone calls and 
meeting up with the full-time staff to resolve 
those issues.”
In addition to user services, there are 
several other teams under the umbrella of IT, 
Bates said. 
Technical services is responsible for mak-
ing repairs and replacements on computers, 
cell phones, tech carts and other machines 
across campus. 
The administrative and information sys-
tems team handles user accounts, manages the 
software subscriptions used on every campus 
computer and works with the school’s website. 
The network team manages the Wi-Fi, Ce-
darNet and Internet connections on all lab and 
faculty computers.
Both students and full-time employees 
staff IT. 
Law said he oversees and works with the 
students who work in user services. These stu-
dents, who work as lab assistants, are respon-
sible for refilling paper, toner, staples and oth-
er utilities in IT-managed computer labs and 
helping students with problems.
“We’re here to help other students,” Law 
said. “We understand what goes on on cam-
pus and how it works, so we’re here to be that 
middle ground between full-time IT staff and 
the rest of the student body.”
In addition to managing the labs, lab as-
sistants also work with the 13 CedarPrint sta-
tions available in academic buildings through-
out campus.
Bates said that although there have been 
several requests for CedarPrint stations in res-
idential buildings, the stations will continue to 
only be available in academic buildings.
Kathryn Carnegis, director of user ser-
vices, said each station costs $2,500 and con-
tinues to incur costs for supplies, repairs and 
maintenance after it has been installed. 
These costs, as well as security issues in-
volved with dorm access, prevent the univer-
sity from installing stations in residence halls.
“Things get more heavily used, and some-
times misused, in a dorm building,” Bates said. 
“So, since they’re primarily for academic pur-
poses, it’s really designed for you to swipe on 
the way to your class and not for printing a pa-
per at four in the morning.”
IT carefully monitors CedarPrint usage, 
Carnegis said, which prompted them to in-
stall a color-printing station in the BTS and a 
second station in the DMC for pre- and post-
chapel use.
In addition to feedback about CedarPrint, 
Bates said the department receives a lot of 
feedback about CedarNet.
Many times, she said, students experience 
issues and don’t realize that the full-time crew 
comes in around the clock to fix any problems 
that occur. 
“Sometimes the network team is here and 
people don’t realize they’re there at five in the 
morning,” Bates said. “And it’s not necessarily 
something that is on our end that went wrong. 
A lot of the time it’s not on our end and we 
get kinda the bugs out of the system. Most of 
the time, when I call the development team, 
they’re already on campus and they’re here all 
night long working on it. They’re doing their 
best to get it up and running, and they’re defi-
nitely sympathetic to us getting our projects in 
and doing whatever we need to do.”
Recently, several hardware failures and 
rogue access points, caused by modems in-
stalled by students in their dorm rooms and 
townhouses, caused several connectivity is-
sues. IT quickly ordered and installed new 
hardware to fix the problem, Bates said.
When there are issues with CedarNet, she 
said, it helps IT when students alert them of 
the issue through email, phone or social me-
dia. The more specific students are, the quicker 
the team can get the problems fixed.
“If there is something wrong, it helps the 
IT department to know more than, ‘Oh, Ce-
darNet’s not working.’ Tell us the exact ap-
plication that’s not working and where you’re 
located and how many people it’s affecting,” 
she said. “But also realize that there are people 
trying to fix it and it’s not like they’re out to get 
you or make it a faulty system. There are hard-
working, real people behind the scenes doing 
hard work.”
Carnegis said Cedarville replaced 660 
wireless access points across campus to help 
with the Internet issues. 
The upgrades, as well as new routers in-
stalled in some buildings, such as chapel, will 
help with connectivity issues, though they have 
caused some issues as well.
“There’s been a lot of Wi-Fi problems be-
cause people are coming in and these brand 
new routers haven’t been used at all,” Law 
said. “So they’re still sorting through some of 
that stuff. It’s a lot better now than it was at the 
beginning of school.”
Law said this upgrade also allowed IT to 
double the wireless capacity in chapel, which 
gets swamped with use during the chapel hour. 
The upgrades have been completed in all 
buildings except Hartman House and the HSC, 
Carnegis said, and the upgrades for those two 
will be completed by Thanksgiving. 
She said IT also introduced a second In-
ternet connection that serves as a fallback if 
CedarNet fails. By next January, Carnegis said, 
the two connections will run together and in-
crease the available bandwidth and connectiv-
ity on campus.
And IT has several other projects in the 
works, Carnegis said. 
The TechStop center in Tyler offers tech-
nical support for students and their devices. 
When students have to leave their com-
puters at the center, Carnegis said, they will 
soon be able to use loaner laptops while they 
wait for repairs.
CU Behind the Scenes: IT
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“We’re here to help 
other students. We 
understand what goes 
on on campus and 
how it works, so we’re 
here to be that middle 
ground between full-
time IT staff and the 
rest of the student 
body.”
Ethan Law
Head of student lab assistants
Information Technology plays a part in multiple aspects of campus life
BEHIND THE BUZZ: CAMPUS NEWS
With the removal of dorm computers, IT 
is trying to create a virtual lab for the software 
that is no longer accessible at all hours. 
“The issue right now is that we don’t have 
all the licensing,” she said. “But we’re definite-
ly trying to expand that and get as many pro-
grams on it as possible.”
Carnegis said IT has also developed a new 
course schedule planning product that they 
have launched with a group of pilot students. 
The tool, which helps with choosing class-
es and planning academic schedules, will allow 
students to register for classes on phones and 
tablets. Carnegis said once IT has a successful 
pilot, they will open the tool to all students.
As the IT department develops these new 
tools and services for students, faculty and 
staff, they continue to keep the university’s 
technology running smoothly.
Both Law and Bates said they understand 
students’ frustration with IT problems, espe-
cially since they have to deal with the issues, 
too. But it is important to remember that the 
department is working hard to resolve the is-
sues and make it all work better, Law said.
“Even though I work for IT, some of my 
stuff doesn’t work sometimes, too. My comput-
er has had problems, so I understand the com-
plaints,” Law said. “But IT does a lot. There’s a 
lot that they’re trying to cover, so even though 
it’s frustrating when things don’t work, there is 
a lot that we’re trying to do.”
Emily Finlay is a senior journalism major 
and campus news editor for Cedars. She loves 
writing, reading, making obscure references 
in normal conversation and every type of 
geekery.
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“Realize that there 
are people trying to 
fix it and it’s not like 
they’re out to get you 
or make it a faulty 
system. There are 
hardworking, real 
people behind the 
scenes doing hard 
work.”
Lindsey Bates
Computer science major and 
third-year IT employee
How to know if you’ve ever  
depended on the IT department
Have you ever completed an 
assignment while at Cedarville?
YESNO
Are you sure you’re a 
student here? Better 
get online and check 
that.
Did you complete, access, 
print or research for it on a 
university computer?
YESNO
Did you complete, access, 
print or research for it on a 
personal computer?
YES
NO
You never did that assignment, did you? Instead…
You’ve depended on the IT department
You got distracted on 
the internet, accessed 
on your phone, tablet 
or computer through 
CedarNet.
You realized it was 
too late to complete 
the assignment and 
emailed your pro-
fessor to ask for an 
extension.
graphic by Andrew Spencer
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BEHIND THE BUZZ: CAMPUS NEWS
By Kjersti Fry
For a Cedarville student, many hilarious puns, such as “pick us; we’ll bleed for you,” are associated with SCAB, the Stu-
dent Center Activity Board. This organization 
is a driving force behind most of Cedarville’s 
on-campus fun, and with the leadership and 
organization from this group, it’s no wonder 
students enjoy the events SCAB hosts through-
out the school year. 
SCAB is a division of Student Life Min-
istries focused on planning and running fun, 
safe events for students. It is comprised of 
three groups: events, which plans the events; 
info, which manages the information desk and 
takes calls for the university; and ops, which 
does the behind-the-scenes work, including 
lighting and sound setup for each event. These 
three groups collaborate on every event. 
Amanda Gabel, a senior student and man-
ager of this year’s events group, has been in-
volved with SCAB for three years. Starting as a 
sophomore with the info desk group, she now 
works with her team of six to plan, organize 
and run events. Gabel recently planned ALT 2: 
“Maleficent” and is planning  this year’s Cam-
pus Christmas. 
Throughout the year, SCAB puts on nu-
merous events to give students opportunities 
to get involved 
and enjoy them-
selves on cam-
pus. Its major 
events are ALT 
nights, Cam-
pus Christmas, 
Thursday Night 
Live, the New 
Student Kickoff 
Party and Win-
ter Blast. It also 
runs the open-
ing nights of Ce-
darville’s plays 
and does smaller 
events around 
March Madness and the Super Bowl. 
SCAB’s goal extends beyond putting on 
events for the campus; another primary goal of 
this organization is to grow its members’ lead-
ership skills. 
Brian Burns, director of Student Life Pro-
grams and SCAB adviser, said SCAB seeks to 
develop life-long leaders by providing them 
with opportunities to love and serve others 
while pursing excellence in their work. 
Excellence in effort, one of Cedarville’s 
core values, is the aim of SCAB members as 
well as they serve the student body, Burns said. 
SCAB also seeks to develop and protect a dis-
tinctly Christ-centered campus climate. 
“We provide exceptional and Christ-cen-
tered programs, services and opportunities,” 
Burns said. “We don’t just want to plan; we 
want you all as a student body to have oppor-
tunities to be involved in what we do.” 
As the primary event-planning organi-
zation on campus, SCAB leaders must make 
decisions about 
what events they 
will plan. Burns 
said they make it 
a priority to lis-
ten to what the 
students want 
and always try 
to make their 
events new and 
better. 
As the ad-
viser, Burns has 
the final say on 
which events are 
a go, but he said 
he leaves the majority of the work for the team 
members. 
When organizing an event, the events’ 
team leaders are required to have a purpose, 
procedure and plan. Burns said he often asks 
the question, “What if…?” to motivate his team 
members to explore more options or ideas. 
Burns said, “I tell my staff all the time, ‘We 
need to be creative.’ And they say, ‘Why?’ Be-
cause we serve a creative God.”
The set-up and clean-up that accompa-
nies these events takes work. For this year’s 
“Captain America 2: The Winter Soldier” ALT 
night, the SCAB team began setting up four to 
five hours beforehand and spent at least two 
hours cleaning up. 
Burns said all the leaders should be there 
for the setup and the tear down. He strives to 
leave the building better than they found it so 
the maintenance crew will not have any ex-
tra work, and he said he views this as an act 
of worship and a way to serve his fellow staff 
members. 
Tim Powers is a junior broadcasting and 
digital media major and serves on SCAB’s 
events team. He became involved with SCAB 
the spring semester of his freshman year after 
attending the “Wreck-it-Ralph” ALT. Powers 
said he was impressed that even during a time 
of change for the university, the students could 
still come together and enjoy themselves at a 
fun event. He brings experience to this year’s 
new events team and said he enjoys the energy 
of working together with a team. 
Each week, every team member is re-
quired to give one hour of their time for a team 
meeting and one hour in the office. Each posi-
tion takes a minimum of two hours per week, 
not including the time spent to run events. 
However, Powers said he sees commitment to 
SCAB as more of an energy commitment than 
a time commitment. 
“You need a lot of energy, a lot of action, to 
be adding something to an event or setting up 
an event,” Powers said. 
Gabel and Powers both agreed that Cam-
pus Christmas is a common favorite. The over-
night transformation of the SSC from an ordi-
nary building to a winter wonderland is a long 
but rewarding process for SCAB members. 
Powers also said he enjoys the laid back 
atmosphere of the opening nights of plays. 
Gabel said her favorite memory is Campus 
Christmas 2013 when Denver and the Mile 
High Orchestra came to Cedarville. 
“I personally love the chaos,” Gabel said. 
“It’s organized chaos, but I just love event 
nights and getting things done and seeing the 
students.”
ALT nights were created, Burns said, with 
the design to be different by saving money and 
still providing entertainment and fun activities 
on campus. Burns said the philosophy behind 
ALT nights is that 
if students can 
save that money 
they would usu-
ally spend on a 
night out, they 
can give that 
money to bless 
others by giving 
it to their church, 
a ministry or a 
missionary. 
S C A B 
spends about $9 
per student for 
all the events 
in the year: this 
means that a stu-
dent can enjoy 
four ALT nights, Campus Christmas, 25 Thurs-
day Night Lives, opening nights to plays and a 
host of other small events at a total cost of $9 
for the school. 
Burns said he also gives the leaders a bud-
get for each year and requires them to finish 
under the budget. In these ways, SCAB teaches 
leaders to spend less than they have, give to 
others and steward God’s blessings wisely. And 
he said the heartbeat of SCAB is the students 
who come and participate in these events. 
Powers encourages students to get in-
volved with SCAB as well. 
“If SCAB is something that looks enjoy-
able to you, don’t be intimidated,” Powers said. 
“You never know what the Lord has for you.” 
Kjersti Fry is a freshman pharmacy major 
and reporter for Cedars. She is from Cincin-
nati, Ohio, and she enjoys playing the piano, 
playing ultimate frisbee, and spending time 
with friends and family.
Peeling back the SCAB
Tim Powers, a junior, joined 
SCAB his freshman year.
photos by Malia Rickards
Amanda Gabel, a senior, is 
a third-year SCAB member.
Brian Burns, adviser for 
SCAB, said he motivates 
his team to be creative in 
planning events.
SCAB members collaborate to plan events on campus for students
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By Taylor Hobbs
OneVoice Gospel Choir offers a platform for students, faculty and staff to wor-ship their Creator. The choir, which 
began 14 years ago, expresses the unity of the 
body of Christ.
“Everyone coming together from differ-
ent backgrounds, cultures, denominations,” 
said OneVoice member Jordan Redfield, “it is 
a picture of what Heaven will be like when the 
church is unified.”
OneVoice musical director Ashlynn Kelly 
said the the unity of Christ connects all the 
unique people in the group.
Thomas Sweigard, an associate professor 
of education, said the group is one big unified 
community, where all are loved and accepted. 
Kelly said, “We are still a family. We are 
still connected through the unity that music 
brings.” 
The reason that the group is so diverse, 
Kelly said, is the fact that anyone is allowed 
to sing in the choir; no auditions are required. 
The only requirement is a desire to worship 
God. This simplicity is something Kelly said 
drew her to the group during her time as a stu-
dent at Cedarville. 
“You don’t have to be a singer,” Kelly said. 
“You don’t have to be able to sing.” 
Sweigard said anyone can easily learn the 
songs, even those with no musical experience, 
because songs are learned through repetition.
“It is a very freeing worship experience 
to sing and praise God and to not worry about 
making a mistake or anything,” Sweigard said. 
While singing is one of the avenues for 
worship in the group, it is not the only way 
that OneVoice worships God. 
Choir member Ericka Kistler, a senior 
chemistry major, said that since she started in 
the group, she has learned that worship goes 
much deeper than singing. 
“It is a great way to learn how other peo-
ple worship God and stretch how you worship 
God,” she said. “I have found other ways (to) 
express myself in worship, other than just 
singing.” 
The group gets involved in other minis-
tries with the hopes of expanding their min-
istry. Redfield, who plays the piano, said his 
most memorable experience as a member of 
OneVoice came while the group was doing in-
ner city ministry in Denver during the spring 
break of his junior year. He said he was amazed 
by the doors that music had opened for him to 
pray with a homeless man he had just met.
To help the members grow in their faith, 
Kelly said she really focuses on finding the 
meaning in the lyrics. 
She said she wants the members to under-
stand there is a deeper meaning to the songs. 
Her fear, she said, is that people sing the words 
just because it’s a part of daily chapel services.
Redfield said, “It’s easy to forget that we 
are singing truth about scripture. What I love 
about OneVoice is that we talk about what the 
song means to us. It’s a lot more than just a 
song.” 
The process of stopping to talk about the 
lyrics after running through the song several 
times is something Kelly said she finds im-
portant. She said to launch the conversation, 
she asks deep, meaning-based questions about 
what the songs tell of God, humans and the 
relationship between the two. This intentional 
focus on lyrics is something that Kistler said 
she appreciates, as she has always had this fo-
cus in her own life. 
While most students feel that they are too 
busy to even contemplate joining another org, 
Redfield said he thinks that OneVoice is worth 
it. Redfield said he hasn’t heard anyone say 
they were angry for coming to practice. 
Instead, Kistler said, you leave the prac-
tice room feeling rejuvenated, as the hour of 
worship provides an opportunity to de-stress.
Redfield said, “The practices provide a 
mental break. You are able to step back, refo-
cus your energies and renew your spirit.”
Many orgs exist on campus to help stu-
dents grow into better professionals, more in-
volved athletes or more serious academics. But 
Kelly said OneVoice exists to make students 
better Christians, helping them to learn to take 
worship seriously and appreciate the words 
they loudly sing out. 
Taylor Hobbs is a freshman psychology ma-
jor and reporter for Cedars. She enjoys ste-
reotypical Canadian things like saying “Eh” 
and watching hockey.
One Voice, One Love, One Purpose
OneVoice 
Gospel Choir 
began 14 
years ago and 
continues 
to offer 
students, 
faculty and 
staff avenues 
to worship 
God. Choir 
members 
grow in their 
faith by 
intentionally 
learning the 
meaning of 
lyrics, rather 
than just 
singing the 
words.
photo 
by Malia 
Rickards
Students and professors worship God through OneVoice Gospel Choir
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By Michael Carbaugh
Weekly Thursday Night Live (TNL) events provide opportunities for students to relax and listen or to be 
involved, promote themselves and perform. 
Brian Burns, adviser for the Student 
Center Activity Board (SCAB) and manager of 
Rinnova, created today’s version of TNL. 
Since 2004, musical events called Acoustic 
Fires were held a few times a semester in the 
Hive, but Burns said they were very random. 
So in 2007, right after he assumed his 
current position, he and the other members 
of SCAB came up with an idea they called 
“interruptions.” Interruptions took the coffee-
shop-performance concept from Acoustic Fires 
and made it a weekly event on Thursdays. 
“It’s an interruption in your week,” Burns 
said. “You don’t want to have it on Monday or 
Tuesday, because you’re just getting into your 
workload. Wednesday is a bad day, because 
people are involved in ministry and Bible 
study, so we thought ‘Why not Thursday be 
something that’s a break in your week — an 
interruption in your week.’” 
And interruptions were the first step 
toward the TNL event that would come to 
be in 2010. Burns said that though students 
enjoyed the interruptions from 2007-2010, 
they wanted to have an event that they could 
be actively involved in. The combination 
of audience involvement and interruptions 
brought about Thursday Night Live. 
TNL started with with trivia, Burns said, 
and now includes various activities ranging 
from storytelling to bingo.
Seven students on the SCAB Events Team 
organize each TNL event. 
Two of those seven, Chandler Hull and 
Amanda Gabel, manage the team. Burns said 
that he has trained them to think, “What do 
students want to do?” Hull, Gabel and the event 
team members each choose at least one TNL 
to host throughout the year. And in addition 
to hosting the TNL, the team member chooses 
the activity involving that event’s attendees.
Hull said through choosing different 
TNLs, they reach out to various groups. 
“We’re trying to use (TNL) this year as a 
springboard for different people and different 
groups on campus,” Hull said. 
SGA and DTR are groups that have been 
involved in the past. Hull said this optimizes 
the event for students. 
“That’s why we like to bring in different 
groups,” Hull said, “because it pulls in a 
different crowd that may not necessarily come 
to a big event.” 
Though TNL has taken over the role 
of interruptions, don’t be deceived by the 
title. Thursday Night Live events simply add 
activities to the interruptions that have been 
going on since 2007. 
These interruptions, performances 
ranging from music to magic, give students 
the opportunity to have a platform, Burns 
said. Students attending TNL get to hear 
from artists that they may never have heard 
of. In fact, Burns said, it is often these types 
of people, the ones you haven’t heard of, that 
perform the most memorable interruptions.
“Some of the ones that I really remember 
are the students that just – I would not know 
who they are,” Burns said.
Among the most unique TNLs, Burns 
mentioned country rapper Michael Batts. Both 
Gabel and Hull said Missionaries o’ Massie 
Creek, a bluegrass band, was memorable.
“They’re super good,” Hull said. “(They’re) 
a different type of music that students wouldn’t 
normally go for, but it really worked for TNL.” 
The bluegrass group has done several 
TNLs, and they have been well-attended. 
“That’s what I love about TNL,” Hull said. 
“This group of guys – they’re not particularly 
well-known on campus – but it was just a fun 
way for them to be like, this is who we are.” 
Burns, Hull and Gabel also said the 
interruption by senior Nate Spanos (aka “Lord 
Dinosaur”) was one of the most unique. Hull 
said Spanos’ unique smattering of talent is 
perfect for interruptions. 
Spanos said, “It is a superb opportunity 
for people to share their skills, and it’s also a 
great opportunity for people to relax.”
Burns said students are the event’s focus.
“TNL’s an event for students,” he said, 
“and the way that we make them work is 
(students) let us know what you want.” 
By providing a variety of talent and 
activities, Gabel said TNL attracts a different 
audience than other SCAB-run events. 
“It brings out a different crowd than an 
ALT night, a really eclectic group,” Gabel said.
Hull said the atmosphere with which TNL 
provides students is good for taking a break. 
“The vibe at TNL is fun,” she said. “It’s 
super chill.”
Michael Shawn Carbaugh II is a freshman 
music composition major and arts and 
entertainment writer for Cedars. He likes to 
write music in nearly every genre and enjoys 
listening to new genres as well. 
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TNL: A Welcome Interruption
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SCAB team members think “What do students want to do?” when planning Thursday Night Live. 
“That’s why we like 
to bring in different 
groups, because it 
pulls in a different 
crowd that may not 
necessarily come to a 
big event.”
Chandler Hull
Events team manager
Weekly events have evolved to include students in activities and performances
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Thursday Night Live: 
‘Lord Dinosaur’
As soon as you hear the title “Lord Di-
nosaur,” you understand why Nate Spanos 
is one of the most unique performers TNL 
has ever seen. 
Amanda Gabel, co-manager of the 
SCAB Event Team, said, “He’s extremely 
talented musically.” 
Burns said Spanos has many follow-
ers, and he enjoys Spanos’ unique perfor-
mance. 
But what makes shows with “Lord Di-
nosaur” so unique?
Spanos said, “What I choose to do for 
interruptions depends on where I am in 
life.”
For Spanos, this factor is huge, espe-
cially since his life has changed so much 
while at Cedarville. 
A senior now, Spanos did not become 
a Christian until two years ago. Therefore, 
his latest TNLs have been a little different 
than those that he did before. 
“My old approach just wasn’t suffi-
cient,” he said. 
Because of that, Spanos said he tried 
some new things this semester. He had 
already done slam poetry, storytelling, 
original music, covers and other things. 
This time, he again brought a variety, but 
he chose his material differently. 
“I tried to follow God’s leading on 
which songs to perform,” Spanos said. 
“This time was the first time it really was 
about Jesus.” 
After praying extensively about this 
performance, Spanos ended up with two 
original songs with piano and voice (he 
also brought a band to accompany him); a 
Josh Garrels cover; “Be Thou My Vision;” 
a thank you song with an accordion and 
band; and a few original raps. 
Spanos said these songs – especially 
the Josh Garrels cover – were important 
to him during the TNL. 
“I thought it would be ideal to en-
courage (my Christian audience) in some 
way through the things that I selected and 
the music that I played,” Spanos said. “I’m 
really hoping that it will be encouraging to 
people.” 
— Michael Carbaugh
“This was the first time it 
really was about Jesus.”
Nate Spanos
TNL’s ‘Lord Dinosaur’
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by Nate Spanos
The last Homecoming firework fizzles out and the clapping quiets. Inside the BTS, spectators shift their attention to 
the CU Jazz Band, which clusters to the left of 
the front door. There’s a count-off — “a-one, a-
two, a-one, two, three, four” — and then good 
jazz happens.
Just as the first song starts sizzling, Simon 
Yeh, the student director and lead saxophon-
ist, stands up, waits a beat, and solos like a pro.
“On clarinet, Simon’s as good as any ma-
jor. On saxophone, he’s extraordinarily good. 
He’s unusually good. He’s professionally good 
already,” said music professor Bruce Curlette, 
who gives Yeh clarinet lessons.
Yeh is a senior saxophone performance 
major with a focus in jazz studies. He plays 
saxophone, clarinet and flute. Yeh said his goal 
is to play jazz music professionally, though he 
also enjoys teaching students and leading en-
sembles. His next step is to audition for gradu-
ate school.
“(Yeh is) probably in the top five percent 
of students I’ve worked with in 45 years of 
teaching,” said Michael DiCuirci, the director 
of the jazz band.
Chet Jenkins, Yeh’s saxophone teacher, 
said he thinks Yeh has been well-prepared 
through jazz band and music lessons and won’t 
find many barriers to grad school admission. 
DiCuirci said he also believes Yeh has 
many grad school options.
 “(Yeh’s) probably one of the better jazz 
players in the state of Ohio,” he said. “I think 
he can go to any school or conservatory he 
should choose.”
Yeh’s grad school choices include Michi-
gan State, Indiana University, College-Con-
servatory of Music, Frost School of Music and 
University of Maryland. 
“I have a lot of options (for grad school),” 
Yeh said. “But I have no idea what’s going to 
happen. It’s scary.”
Though he professes trust in his God and 
confidence in his abilities, Yeh said that he 
doesn’t have it all together. 
“I’ve hit rock bottom before,” he said. “I 
remember one time in high school I was hav-
ing a tough time with certain decisions. I re-
member (that I lay) in the fetal position … re-
peating the word ‘isolation’ to myself because I 
thought that’s what the answer was.”
For Yeh, the word “isolation” encapsu-
lates the summer before he came to college. He 
practiced saxophone so much that the neigh-
bors complained. What’s more, he scheduled 
his practicing to avoid eating with his family. 
Yeh said many of his relationships withered.
“My spiritual life was in the garbage,” he 
said. “I lost touch with people and with God … 
I was dying spiritually and probably physically, 
too, because all I ate that whole summer was 
Cheese Cuppa Noodles.”
But despite those stresses, Yeh said he 
wouldn’t have had it any other way. 
“God put that in my life for a reason,” he 
said. “(Without it) I wouldn’t have learned 
(what I did). He put it in my life to make me 
a better musician and a better person at the 
same time.”
Yeh has emerged from isolation gradually. 
When he first arrived at Cedarville he became, 
as he called it, “a hermit in the practice rooms.” 
Yeh said as a sophomore, however, his 
reclusiveness shrank when he got to play sax 
at an All-Access prospective student event. He 
assembled a jazz combo in which each player 
selected and directed a song. He ranks their 
collaboration as one of the best he’s ever had 
because they gelled so well as a group.
“I loved playing with them,” Yeh said. “It 
added so much to my life and encouraged me 
to encourage others.”
Yeh said that since then he’s been learn-
ing how to lead a balanced life of music and 
faith. He no longer spends 10 hours a day in 
the practice rooms, but instead gives more of 
his time to his friends and family. 
One of the ways he’s chosen to starve his 
isolationist tendencies is to avoid bitterness 
and callousness. 
“Never hold a grudge,” Yeh said. “It kills 
relationships with people. Jesus Christ is the 
prime example (that) God does not want that. 
... He could’ve held a grudge against us for be-
ing idiots. But he came, and he still loves us. 
And he’s not asking anything of us except that 
we give ourselves up, (that we) say ‘Hey, I can’t 
do it. Help me.’”
Yeh’s recent musical highlights include 
collaborating with composers, directing en-
sembles and participating in master classes. 
Also, last spring he was the first Cedarville stu-
dent accepted into Ohio’s Intercollegiate Jazz 
Band, an achievement DiCuirci described as “a 
feather in his cap.”
“I hope he’ll flunk everything and stay here 
another five years or so,” DiCuirci joked. “Guys 
like him don’t come around very often. But he is 
ready to move on to some new challenges. I hope 
he finishes well and moves on with distinction.”
Nate Spanos is a senior music major and a re-
porter for Cedars. He co-authors a blog about 
growth in Christ called Understory. You can 
explore it at jesusknife.com.
Simon Yeh: Jazz Musician
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Simon Yeh, a senior saxophone performance major, wants to play jazz professionally and currently 
participates in multiple ensembles at Cedarville. His next step is to audition for graduate school. 
“On saxophone, he’s 
extraordinarily good. 
He’s unusually good. 
He’s professionally 
good already.”
Bruce Curlette
Cedarville music professor
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Southwestern Seminary is committed to walking alongside God-called men and 
women on their road to ministry. We will provide sound, biblical education to 
equip you, and help to remove barriers that can hinder you along the way. We’d 
like to introduce our new Road to Ministry scholarships that will allow you to have 
a year of tuition on us. Interested? Learn more at swbts.edu/roadtoministry
PREACH THE WORD. REACH THE WORLD.  |  SWBTS.EDU
WHEREVER GOD CALLS YOU,
WE’LL HELP YOU GET THERE...
...and we
’ll 
even giv
e you 
a year of
 tuition 
on us.
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OFF-CAMPUS NEWS
by Kaity Kenniv
Eight Cedarville churches have joined to-gether to form the Cedar Cliff Ministe-rial Association (CCMA), which offers 
aid to many struggling individuals in the im-
mediate community.
“(We) have agreed to set aside our pet 
doctrines and our little doctrinal differences 
and focus on the Gospel of Jesus Christ,” 
said Linda Davis, pastor of Cedarville United 
Methodist Church and president of the CCMA. 
The CCMA offers five main outreach pro-
grams, including a Parish Nursing Program, a 
secondhand store, a food pantry, a soup kitch-
en and several after-school programs. 
Davis, who joined the association in 2009 
and became its president in 2010, described 
the CCMA as a wonderful example of different 
churches uniting under a common cause. 
“We’ve decided that we are going to focus 
on this (project),” Davis said. 
Though each church has its own doctrinal 
beliefs and practices, the CCMA operates 
under an agreed upon statement of faith. 
“It would be silly for there to be eight 
food pantries and eight clothing ministries 
and eight parish nurses and eight after-school 
programs,” Davis said. The CCMA serves the community through 
this variety of programs. 
Rachel Parrill, associate professor of 
nursing at Cedarville University, said in an 
email, “Students should become aware of 
the unique model represented by the Cedar 
Cliff Ministerial Association. This innovative 
model is worth looking into as an example of 
how believers in Jesus Christ can serve from 
a foundation of common beliefs grounded in 
biblical truth.”
Through the Parish Nursing Program, 
registered nurses in the community provide 
basic healthcare and check-ups. 
They receive patients at Beans–N–Cream 
from 10 a.m. to noon every Saturday. After 
that, the nurses go to the senior center to 
provide the same services. 
Parish nurses are trained to minister 
specifically to the spiritual, psychological, 
physical and social needs of their patients. In 
addition, the nurses give health education, 
health counseling, support-group development 
and home and hospital visits. 
Second Act of Cedarville is a second-
hand, non-profit clothing store. It offers 
clean, gently worn clothing at low prices. All 
clothing is received through donations. While 
predominately a clothing store, Second Act 
also sells a variety of toys, games, books and 
household items. 
On the third Saturday of each month, the 
Clifton United Presbyterian Church hosts a 
food pantry. Volunteers pass out food from 9 
a.m. to 11 a.m. to families in need.
On the same day as the food pantry, St. 
Paul African Methodist Episcopal (AME) 
Church operates a soup kitchen, Manna Table, 
from 10:30 a.m. to noon. Attendees can get 
food to go or dine in at the provided tables.
The after-school programs led by the 
CCMA focus on providing fun, constructive 
opportunities to children like theatre, cooking, 
art and dance. 
Davis said that when walking up the main 
street of Cedarville, it is hard to remember that 
there are needs within the community.  For 
example, the houses are beautiful and people 
drive nice vehicles. 
However, Davis said that the real need is 
evident when we venture beyond the center of 
town and into the back streets. 
Ministerial Association Serves in Unity
photos by Kyria Luxon
The Cliffton United Presbyterian Church hosts a food pantry on the third Saturday of each month, 
which is just one of the ways the CCMA offers aid to the community.
Linda Davis, pastor of Cedarville United 
Methodist Church and CCMA president, said the 
eight churches set aside differences in doctrine 
and practice to serve the community’s needs.
“Because you 
(students) all are the 
church of the future, 
why not practice 
being the church?”
Linda Davis
President of CCMA
Eight churches join to meet the needs of a behind-the-scenes struggling community.
“It looks like, ‘Oh we’re a healthy, solid 
community of farmers and university people 
living and working together,’” Davis said. “Yes, 
we are. But there are also parts of our village 
where people can barely make ends meet. And 
so we need to help them.”
Davis said a number of Cedarville 
dwellers have lost their jobs as companies 
have downsized. Others have inadequate or 
no health insurance. And some have jobs but 
are recovering from past unemployment. The 
needs vary, but they exist. 
Davis told of one such person in need. 
A deaf man came to Second Act looking 
for clothing. He had with him a coupon for 
free clothing. Workers noticed that, while 
he browsed, he ate at least three of the 
complimentary muffins offered in the store. 
Realizing he was hungry, one worker 
showed him the sign on the door that 
advertised the food pantry. He had no idea. 
Davis said that the next day he came back 
and signed the word “thank you” to every 
volunteer in the store.
In another instance, a couple came into 
Second Act, Davis said. The wife was very 
pregnant. While shopping through the baby 
items she asked if Second Act had any strollers 
on hand. 
The store is not licensed to sell furniture, 
but it had recently received a stroller from a 
generous donor. The stroller was being kept 
in the shop’s garage. The store volunteers 
were able to supply the family with a beautiful 
stroller for free. 
Davis encouraged Cedarville students of 
all majors and skill levels to help or donate 
items to the food pantry or secondhand store. 
“We have this idea that college students 
are poor, and I think most of them are,” Da-
vis said. “But if every college student bought a 
can of spaghetti sauce or a box of Hamburger 
Helper or macaroni and cheese or Honey Nut 
Cheerios, we could have 3,000 items in the 
food pantry.”
And Parill said prayer is also a way for stu-
dents to help.
“Most importantly, students can pray for 
the gospel of Christ to work mightily in and 
through the (CCMA) in our local community,” 
she said. 
Second Act needs clothing donations, 
which can be taken to the store on Main Street. 
“We have mom jeans, but we need cool 
jeans,” Davis said. 
Volunteers are needed at Second Act on 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, especial-
ly students who can run payments and track 
sales on the computer. 
The CCMA also needs volunteers to drive 
to Dayton to pick up food for the food pantry. 
Also, nursing majors are needed to min-
ister to the medical needs of the community.
“Because you (students) all are the church 
of the future, why not practice being the 
church?” Davis said. 
Several students have already begun help-
ing the CCMA. 
The Social Work Honors Society has cho-
sen the CCMA as the beneficiary for its annual 
Dine Out for Hunger campaign. 
Students are encouraged to dine out Nov. 
17-21 at participating local restaurants. During 
this week, a portion of the proceeds will direct-
ly benefit the CCMA. 
Abby Sherman, a senior member of the 
Social Work Honors Society, said, “We want-
ed to support a ministry that works with the 
people right here in Cedarville. We also wanted 
to make Cedarville students more aware of the 
need that is right here in our community that 
we are so often unaware of.”
Sherman said it’s important to focus on 
local needs.
“We had no idea there was that much hun-
ger and need,” she said. “So often we are fo-
cused on major world events, and we should be 
aware and involved in the world, but it should 
not come at the expense of forgetting the peo-
ple who are (in) need around us.”
For more information on how to get 
involved, email Pastor Linda Davis at 
lindadavissays@aol.com. 
Kaity Kenniv is a junior Biblical studies major 
and a reporter for Cedars. She loves reading 
by a blazing fireplace, taking long walks in the 
autumn and a cup of hot tea in the morning.
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Linda Davis encouraged students to donate food items to the food pantry, which stores its supplies 
at The Clifton United Presbyterian Church.
The CCMA offers aid to struggling people 
through a monthly food pantry and soup kitchen, 
a second-hand store, after-school programs and 
a Parish Nursing Program.
Churches Involved
n Clifton United Presbyterian Church
n First Church of God in Cedarville
n Cedarville Methodist Church
n Cedarville United Presbyterian Church
n Grace Baptist Church, Cedarville
n St. Paul AME Church
n Zion Baptist Church
n Cedarville Church of the Nazarene
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COME TALK TO US!
Wed & Thurs, November 12–13
11 am until 2:30 pm
in the SSC Lobby
1 YEAR OFF
SEMINARY
USE UNDERGRAD TRAINING TO GET INTO MINISTRY FASTER
DALLAS THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Drop by our booth and learn about our new 
Advanced Standing Program. You may qualify for 
up to one year (25%) off your seminary degree. 
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by Erik 
Johnson
The two-year anni-versary of 
Hurricane Sandy 
making land-
fall in the Mid-
Atlantic region 
was last month. 
The storm would 
end up costing 
the United States 
around $65 bil-
lion, second only to Hurricane Katrina. 
It had been almost a full month since 
Hurricane Sandy came ashore when my family 
joined a group from my church in Pennsylva-
nia on a day trip to help with the relief efforts. 
The first thing I noticed was the garbage 
hanging six feet above the ground in the trees. 
The worst of it had supposedly been cleaned 
up. I walked past a muddy running shoe at the 
base of a tree which bark had been stripped off. 
Douglas’ house was the first that we 
worked in. He is a carpenter with a heavy New 
York accent. When he saw our group standing 
in the front part of his house, he said he was 
simply overwhelmed that we had come all the 
way from Pennsylvania to help. New Yorkers 
don’t cry, but the glimmer in his eyes and his 
smile showed that he was holding back tears of 
thankfulness. 
Douglas gave us a short tour of his house 
and told us of his experience with Sandy. The 
bay was only a couple hundred feet from his 
house, and his house had filled with four feet 
of water. It ripped off the front door and car-
ried his furniture out. He brought us to his 
backyard where we could see damage in be-
tween the houses. Pools had been lifted out of 
the ground and air conditioning units carried 
away. Out in front of his house, a body was 
found tangled in the trees. 
We worked that morning tearing out the 
wooden floor of his house. The work was simple 
but took some time. There were some areas un-
derneath where the floor was still wet. Douglas 
had some of his workers helping out and they 
focused on demolishing the brick fireplace so 
they could get to the walls behind it. The insula-
tion was dripping when they pulled it out. 
During the four hours we were at Doug-
las’ house he never stopped smiling and joking 
around. He told us that he just looked at the 
whole thing as a chance to remodel, as a typical 
carpenter would. 
After the floor was taken out, there was 
not much left that we could do as inexperi-
enced laborers. We shook hands, wished each 
other the best, and then my group left for an-
other part of the island. The next area was sup-
posed to be a poorer section where the water 
had come almost two miles inland. 
It took some time to find where we had 
planned to go. We drove around the area in 
hope of spotting the church van that had de-
parted before us from the first project. It 
seemed as if every building had the front door 
open in an attempt to dry out before the mold 
took over. There were yellow signs on a few 
houses that allowed restricted use to the resi-
dents. People stood in lines in front of tents 
for food and clothing. Police and military ve-
hicles patrolled the streets. Construction crews 
moved trash to large piles on what was left of 
the beach. The town looked like what I imagine 
a war zone would have. And it was here that I 
met Pablo. 
Pablo lived next door to the house we were 
supposed to work in, but there were too many 
people and too few jobs to be done there, so 
we asked him if he needed help. The first thing 
we needed to do in his house was pull out the 
wooden floor in the living room. 
While a group worked on that, I worked 
with Pablo to knock down some drywall. He 
had cut a line in the walls which represented the 
water line and said to knock everything below 
it down. I started with a small sledgehammer, 
but soon realized I didn’t need it. The walls were 
still wet and fell apart with little force.
He told us his story in pieces as we 
worked. The night of the storm he had been in 
his house watching television. A tree branch 
snapped outside and he looked out the window 
to see where it had come from. He watched the 
tree branch float away. The water soon began 
to pour into his house and he had just enough 
time to grab his three cats, work computer and 
a few more important things before climbing 
into his attic. 
“It felt apocalyptic,” Pablo said. “The lady 
across the street was screaming for help and 
you could hear people everywhere yelling and 
crying for anyone to help them.” 
He sat in his attic for seven hours before 
rescue workers rescued him at 2:30 a.m. 
Pablo took us to his front yard and point-
ed to a one-story house across the street. 
“A 62-year-old man lived there,” Pablo 
said. “He died in the water from hypothermia.” 
The purpose of everything we did that af-
ternoon was to help dry out the house before 
the mold took it. Pablo told us that he was still 
waiting to see if the insurance would cover the 
cost of rebuilding his house. 
Pablo told us of a mother and her two 
young kids who were killed a couple blocks 
down the road. He said the mother had been 
trying to drive away before the water started 
to rise. She was stopped by the eight-foot wall 
of water coming down the street. She jumped 
out of the car, grabbed her kids and ran to the 
nearest house for shelter. They refused to let 
her in. The two kids, ages two and four, were 
swept out of her arms by the water and killed. 
She held on to a post for 12 hours before help 
arrived. She died the next day.
But for every story of the horrors of San-
dy, there were two more about the heroes. One 
policeman was going from house to house and 
saved many lives. He was killed by a live wire 
in the water of somebody’s basement. While 
we worked, people drove by asking if we need-
ed anything. We were given shovels, garbage 
bags, water, Gatorade and many other things. 
“So many people have come from so many 
places to help out,” Pablo said. “It kind of 
makes me feel that if anything happens some-
where else, I need to be there to help out.” 
Pablo probably said it best when he told 
me, “You know, you have to hope. You have to 
believe things are going to get better and that 
there are better things to come. If you don’t, 
how could you possibly carry on after some-
thing like this happens?”
I’m not sure what happened to Pablo or 
Douglas. I can’t tell you if they were able to re-
build their homes or if insurance covered the 
damage costs. 
But I think what Pablo told me about hope 
is something we as Christians should under-
stand better than anyone. 
Bad things are going to happen, and many 
of those things will be out of our control. But 
Paul tells us in Philippians that we have a hope 
far greater than anything is this world. We 
know how this story is ultimately going to end. 
Even if your world is falling down around you, 
remember there is a greater story being writ-
ten that far outweighs anything you are expe-
riencing.
Erik Johnson is a senior journalism major 
and columnist for Cedars. He competes on the 
track team. Follow him @walkingtheedge9.
Don’t Lose the PlotJust Sayin’...
Tell Erik what you would like him to write about. Send your questions, comments or 
concerns to erikcjohnson@cedarville.edu
OPINION
Top left: Seniors Ryan Frantzis and Chad Smith line up their golf ball 
during a halftime game.
Top right: The men’s basketball team huddles before their game. 
Middle left: Cheerleaders perform during Moonlight Madness.
Above: Two Lady Jackets battle for the jump ball of the women’s game.
Left: The Chick-fil-A and Cedarville mascots compete in a dance-off during 
Moonlight Madness Saturday, Nov. 1.
Moonlight Madness 2014
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